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If you visit Morocco, you are bound to see
groups of Gnawa, acrobats and musicians
dressed in cowrie shell-covered clothing,
who twirl long tassels on their caps as
they dance to the sound of metal
castanets and drums. These public
performances appear to be just
entertainment, but deep within the
tradition lies a more ancient shamanic
root, for in their all-night trance
ceremonies they turn to the sacred and
work with the Jnun spirits (genie), calling
upon them to help to cure the ills of their
people
The name ‘Gnawa’ refers firstly to a
North African ethnic minority that has its
origins in the West African slaves and
soldiers who were brought to
Morocco from the 16th
century onwards. Gnawa
communities trace their origins
to the Sudan (Sudan is the
Arabic word for a Black
African) so, like the term
‘African-American,’ the
Gnawa come from diverse
regions of Africa but have
taken on a collective identity in
exile.
Their African background
is reflected in their belief
system, which draws on
both Islam and traditional Sub-Saharan
spirituality. Many of the spirits (Jnun) in
Gnawi cosmology have close
similarities to spirits from West Africa.
Even though they work with the Jnun,
members of the tradition still consider
themselves to be good Muslims and
behave accordingly, while their songs
constantly invoke the name of Allah
and their ceremonies begin with hymns
of praise to the Prophet Mohammed.
Their patron saint, Bilal, was a freed
Ethiopian slave who became the
Prophet’s first muezzin (caller to
prayer).
LILA HEALING TRADITIONS
The second meaning of the term Gnawa
refers to the people who participate in the
musical and ceremonial tradition of the Lila
(Arabic : night) or Derdeba (Arabic : falling as into another world) ceremony. These
ceremonies are based around a series of
dances dedicated to seven families of saints
and Jnun, each family characterised by
specific colours, odours, flavours, feelings,
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actions, and sounds, a different world,
marked by transformations of all the senses.
A Lila generally lasts from sunset until
dawn, but sometimes may stretch over
several nights. The length of the ceremony
depends in part on the mood of the
participants, the number of Jnun who must be
called upon, the seriousness of each case
needing healing, and the resources of the
sponsors who host the ceremony. Some
sections may get little more than a brief runthrough, but all of the families of Jnun must
be acknowledged in the music.
The Gnawa Lila ceremonies are
performed in order to heal people who
are very sick. The aim may be to extract
or remove from a person the influence of
a Jnun which has brought them illness,

infertility, stress or some other affliction;
or the purpose may be to prolong a
positive relationship with a Jnun that has
brought prosperity, good fortune, or some
other baraka (blessing).
Before a Lila is started, the musicians
get together with the Moqadma , the
priestess that leads the ecstatic dance and
the Ma`allem, the master of the music.
Preceded by an animal sacrifice, that
assures the maintenance of the Jnun, the
ceremony starts with the opening and the
consecration of the sacred space, which is
called the aada.
The musicians and devotees then
warm up with entertainment music. When
they are ready to begin, all the
participants gather outside, in front of the
house where the ceremony is to take
place. Drums announce to neighbours
and Jnun alike that the ceremony is
about to begin, and the crowd then walk
back inside the house in a candlelight
procession. The Ma`allem begins to play,
and the group sings a series of songs to
dedicate the robes to be worn during the

ceremony, while the other participants
share dates and milk.
The Gnawa groups are often known
as brotherhoods, and women rarely, if
ever, play instruments in Gnawa
ceremonies. However, a large
percentage (perhaps even a majority) of
the devotees are women, and female
Jnun figure prominently in the cosmology,
and, most important, many of the most
respected officials of the ceremony are
women.
THE SEVEN COLOURS
Their are seven families of Jnun known as
the Melk (Mluk pl.), and they are evoked by
seven distinct musical patterns, which form
seven suites that make up the repertoire of
dance and music of the
ceremony. During these seven
suites, seven different types of
incense are burned and the
dancers are covered by veils of
the different colours.
Each of the seven families
are made up of many Jnun,
identifiable by the music played
and by the footsteps of the
dances danced. Each Jnun has
particular
personality
characteristics, and is associated
with a particular colour. When a
Jnun is invoked, the Gnawa play
its corresponding music, sing its
corresponding songs, dress the trancers in
the appropriate colours, and burn the
corresponding incense.
Because the Jnun must be invoked in
a certain order, the Lila follows a
prescribed pattern marked in the sensory
realms of sound (music and song), sight
(colours), smell (incense), and movement
(dance).
The seven colours of the Lila are:
White: in honour of the noble family of
the Prophet Mohammed. The light of the
Beginning, the overture of the Rahba,
the jadba space.
Dark Blue: in honour of Sidi Mousa the
Lord of the Sea.
Light Blue: in honour of Sidi Sma, the
Lord of the Sky.
Red: in honour of Sidi Hammou and of
the spirits of the sacrifice.
Green: in honour of the Shorfa , the
noble family of the Prophet.
Black: in honour of Sidi Mimoun and
Lalla Mimouna and of the ancestral
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spirits of the forest, both male and
female.
Yellow: in honour of all the female Jnun,
whose personalities range from coquettish
to terrifying (1).
During the ceremony some of the
participants go into a trance (jadba) where a
Jnun enters them, and then expresses
through the dancer’s mouth its desire for the
appropriate tune. The trance state is
deepened by the burning of the proper spices
and incense that must be burned for that
particular Jnun, and the dressing of the dancer
in the Jnun’s colour. As the trance ceremony
ends, the musicians return to lighter music to
relax the spectators.
INSTRUMENTS OF GNAWA
Drums figure in the Lila just as they do in
public performances, but their ceremonial
role is relatively limited. The barbell-shaped
castanets (qaraqeb) on the other hand, are
as indispensable for trance-dancing as they
are for entertainment music.
The main instrument, however, is a
bass lute known by a variety of names
( gimbri, sintir, hajhouj ). Played by the
Ma`allem, the gimbri has a semi-spiked
construction(2) with a skin-covered
body, and often bells or other rattling
metal objects at the end of the neck.
The playing style is a little like the
American banjo, also of African origin.
There are other similarities between
Gnawa and African-American music; the
pattern of call and response, singing and
clapping (which helps both Gospel
singing and Gnawa music), while the riffs
and deep percussive sound of the gimbri
remind many listeners of a bass guitar
foundation in a rock band. The music has
sometimes been called ‘Saharan Blues’,
or the ‘Blues of the Desert’.
THE ROLE OF ISLAM
Islam is often thought of as a monotheistic
religious and cultural whole. Yet in reality it
often did not obliterate the cultures that
came before it, instead absorbing elements
of them. Islam, as found in Morocco,
contains a wide range of sacred traditions
which reflect the cultural diversity of the
country itself. Even today, some 1,200

years after the Arabs first arrived in the
land, the culture of the native animistic
Berber people still flourishes in the
Moroccan language, dress, and song.
Gnawa traditions have some
similarity to other Islamic groups such
as the Sufi, but there is one important
difference. Most Islamic spiritual groups
trace their spiritual authority back to a
founding saint, and begin their
ceremonies by reciting that saint’s
written works in Arabic. In this way,
they assert their role as the spiritual
descendants of their founder. This
gives them the authority to perform the
ceremony.
The Gnawa however, whose ancestors
were neither literate nor
speakers of
Arabic,

possess
no such texts
and begin the Lila by
remembering, through song and dance, the

Gnawa of times past, as well as their lands of
origin, the experiences of their slave
ancestors, and their tales of abduction, sale,
separation and loneliness, and ultimately
redemption.
GNAWA TODAY
In the last thirty years or so, there has been
a growth in the status of the Gnawa within
Morocco with them being seen as more of a
cultural treasure than a primitive subculture, and at local, national and
even international music
festivals, Gnawa groups
are now featured
a c t s .
Additionally,
interest by rock
musicians such as
Jimmy Page and Robert
Plant (Led Zeppelin) (3) has
helped to bring the music to the
attention of a much wider audience
in the West.
Over the past fifty years in North
Africa, Gnawa music, like the Blues in
America, has spread and attracted
musicians from other ethnic groups, in this
case Berber and Arab. But Gnawa music
is still mainly found where black people live
in a relatively large number, forming a
distinct community like the one in
Marrakech.
The music has also developed into a
style of pop music for entertainment,

sometimes
fusing Western
instruments
and sounds with
the more
traditional
ones.

B u t
despite this increased
popularity, Gnawa music, like jazz in
America, is not really recog-nised as a truly
national music, that term being reserved for the
Andalusian style, a form of music which
developed in Muslim Spain and came to
Morocco with the expulsion of the Moors from
that country in the year 1502.
Gnawa music, at its heart, is deeply
spiritual and Gnawa people have created a
distinct space for themselves in Moroccan
society, playing an important social and
spiritual role, whether it is entertaining the
tourists or deeply entering trance and
communicating with the Jnun spirits, the
beings who make up the unseen worlds of
creation.
NOTES:
1: These colours are in the order of the Trèq
Bidawi, the Path of Casablanca
2: Unlike instruments such as guitars or violins, the
wooden neck of a gimbri continues right down to the
bottom of the instrument and the strings are fixed to
it there so that their tension is supported by the
whole neck length. This type of instrument is known
as a ‘spiked instrument’.
3: Gwana musicians and instruments appear on the
Robert Plant and Jimmy Page MTV Unplugged
‘Unledded’ CD and the video of the concert has
footage of them performing with traditional
musicians in Morocco.
Further recordings of Gnawa music can be found on
Amazon.co.uk - simply type in the word ‘Gnawa’ for a
list of available titles. See also the review pages of this
Issue of Sacred Hoop.
PHOTOS:
Page 22 (top): A dancer dressed in the colour of
the Jnun who is dancing him falls at the feet of a
gimbri player. (bottom): the instruments of the
Gnawa, gimbri, drum and qaraqeb castanets.
Page 23: A group of musician entertainers in a
Moroccan street.
Page 24: Members of the musical group Gnawa
Sidi Mimoun of Casablanca.
Page 25: (top) Gimbri bass lute. (bottom) Preparing
for the sacrifice that precedes the Lila.
© Antonio Baldassarre and The Association Sidi
Mimoun, except for the gimbri © Nicholas Wood.
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